
2016 CMO Summit Survey Results Highlights
Survey reveals top skills marketers need and barriers to building strong teams

At many organizations, the scope of the chief marketer role has expanded 
and become more strategic. Although the core responsibilities of 
managing the entire customer journey remain center stage, today’s 
CMOs must also build and motivate strong teams to help deliver truly 
differentiated customer experiences, while keeping pace with emerging 
consumer and digital trends. As CMOs build their teams, they must 
also focus on their own development and career trajectories. 

Spencer Stuart recently conducted a survey of more than 150 
marketing leaders across industries to learn what skills they 
prioritize, how they are developing talent and what they are 
doing to build their own careers. Following are our findings: 
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marketing function today 
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What is the top barrier to building strong marketing teams?*

 
 
 

33% 29% 14% 12% 8% 5%

Budget 
constraints

Shortage of  
talent

A focus on other 
strategic objectives

Lack of 
time

Other^ No significant 
barriers

digital marketing 
(including social media)

data analytics and insights 

strategic thinking

brand marketing

loyalty/crm/acquisition 
and retention

product marketing

product innovation

field/channel marketing

creativity

other

marketing communications/ 
advertising

financial acumen

corporate communications

direct mail/email  

corporate marketing

62%

         49%

          48%

                       28%

                           22%

                             19%

                              17%

                                15%

                                15%

                                  11%‡

                                     9%

                                     9%

                                      7%

                                       6%

                                           1%

45%        

57%

51%    

12%                               

20%                         

13%                              

     16%                            

4%                                      

21%                        

11%∞                                                   

6%                                    

15%                             

3%                                       

3%                                       

1%                                        

What skills are most 
important to your marketing 

team’s success today? ** 

What skills are the most 
difficult to find when building 
your team? **

^ Responses included inability to recruit quickly enough, lack of organizational understanding of why investment in marketing talent is required and outdated training processes.
‡ Responses included customer engagement and focus, content creation and agility.
∞ Responses included culture building, strong leadership, customer and commercial experience, and digital/technology expertise.
* Some percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.
** Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses.
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Which functions or leaders do you include in your hiring decisions or vetting process? **

 
How do you develop your marketing team? **

74% 58% 48%

19% 16% 14% 2%

HR Business  
Unit GM

CEO

CFOOther IT
(responses included  

COO, sales and R&D)

General Counsel

performance reviews  

cross-functional assignments 

internal training 

external training 

rotation through various assign-
ments within marketing function 

attendance at industry events 

established mentoring programs 

other 

international assignments 

73%

49%

46%

42%

37%

35%

18%

10%

7%

(e.g., annual reviews, informal discussions, etc.)

(responses included executive coaching and on-the-job immersion)

“It’s essential to augment brand roles with a dynamic marketing center of 
excellence that excels in new media/engagement strategies and tools. This 
not only helps the brand teams meet their needs, but also becomes a learning 
platform to diversify skills.” 

–Marketing senior executive

** Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses.
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What steps are you taking for your own career development? **

50% have a formal or informal 
mentor with whom they 
communicate regularly

71% plan to shift from 
marketing into a 
broader gm role as 
part of their long-
term career goals

networking with peers

attendance at industry events

exposure to the board

exposure to external organizations 
(nonprofit boards, etc.)

working with an executive 
coach/adviser

cross-functional assignments

external training opportunities

international assignments

working with a mentor

other

internal training opportunities

(responses included networking with recruiters, profile-raising efforts 
and taking on bigger assignments)

57%

50%

44%

38%

30%

27%

20%

13%

12%

9%

5%

** Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses.
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strategic thinking

driving results

empowering team members

developing talent

gaining alignment 
around change

building enduring 
partnerships

digital marketing 
(including social media)

creativity

data analytics and insights

financial acumen

product innovation

product marketing

other

71%  

    64%

                    40%

                           30%

                            28%

                                     17%

                                     17%

                                      15%

                                      14%

                                         11%

                                           9%

                                               5%

                                              4%¥

4%                             

6%                           

11%                       

16%                   

36%    

26%           

42%

12%                      

40% 

22%              

20%               

7%                           

13%Ω                    

What do you think are your 
greatest strengths as a 

marketing leader? ** 

In what areas do you  
need the most development 
as a leader? **

“We are looking for marketers with outstanding customer and commercial 
experience backed up with tangible results.” 

–senior marketing leader

¥ Responses included customer focus, customer engagement and building brands.
Ω Responses included UX/UI, CRM, agility, marketing technology and talent selection.

** Respondents were allowed to choose multiple responses.
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Social Media @ Spencer Stuart
 
Stay up to date on the trends and topics that  
are relevant to your business and career.

@Spencer Stuart

About Spencer StuArt
At Spencer Stuart, we know how much leadership matters. We are trusted by organizations 
around the world to help them make the senior-level leadership decisions that have a lasting 
impact on their enterprises. Through our executive search, board and leadership advisory 
services, we help build and enhance high-performing teams for select clients ranging from 
major multinationals to emerging companies to nonprofit institutions.

Privately held since 1956, we focus on delivering knowledge, insight and results through the 
collaborative efforts of a team of experts — now spanning 56 offices, 30 countries and more 
than 50 practice specialties. Boards and leaders consistently turn to Spencer Stuart to help 
address their evolving leadership needs in areas such as senior-level executive search, board 
recruitment, board effectiveness, succession planning, in-depth senior management 
assessment and many other facets of organizational effectiveness. 

For more information on Spencer Stuart, please visit www.spencerstuart.com.
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